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FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION 
OF A HYPERBOLIC-PARABOLIC PROBLEM 
R U D O L F H L A V I Č K A , B r n o 
(Received January 28, 1993) 
Summary. Existence and finite element approximation of a hyperbolic-parabolic problem 
is studied. The original two-dimensional domain is approximated by a polygonal one (ex­
ternal approximations). The time discretization is obtained using Euler\s backward formula 
(Rothe's method). 
Under certain smoothing assumptions on the data (see (2.G), (2.7)) the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution and the convergence of Rothe's functions in the space C(I, V) is 
proved. 
Keywords: Rothe's method, finite elements. 
A MS classification: G5N30, 05M60. 
1 . FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
By a two-dimensional hyperbolic-parabolic initial boundary value problem we 
understand a problem of the following type: Let ft, SI//, ftp be two-dimensional 
bounded domains with Lipschitz continuous boundaries such that ft = ft// U ftp, 
0// flOp = 0, mes 0// > 0. If mes Op = 0, we get only equation (1.1)—a hyperbolic 
problem. Find a function u: ft -> R such that UM := u\nM(M = H,P) satisfy the 
equations 
* . j= i 
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where 0 < T < oo and k^(x), fM(x,t) are given functions satisfying (2.3)-(2.5). 
Equation (1.1) is of hyperbolic type and Eq. (1.2) is of parabolic type. The function 
u has to satisfy some boundary condition, for instance 
u(x,t) = 0 on Г D x ( 0 , Г ) , 
2 Q 
_C ^ Ï Ï T ^ = ° on Г^ x (°'Г)' 
-,i=i 
дxi 
where TQ is a nonempty relatively open subset of Y := dft, T^ = T — To and Vj 
denote the components of the unit outer normal to T. The initial conditions are 
u(x,0) =u° 
дuн(x,0) _ 0 
дt ~Zн 
VxЄfl, 
Vr Є ПHì 
where u°, z°H are given functions. Finally, on the interface A := dftH D dftp the 
function u has to satisfy for all t G (0,T) so called transition conditions: At every 
x € A the limit value of uH is equal to the limit value of up and the limit value of 
2 2 
-C kijlf^Vj ls e c m a l t° t n e limit value of J2 k[j^-Vj, where Uj denote the com-
i,j=l i,j=l 
ponents of the unit normal to A oriented in a unique way. The transition conditions 
are briefly written in the form 
M'' 





A motivation for studying this type of a problem is the computation of two-
dimensional electromagnetic fields in the case when in ftH the electrical conductivity 
is a = 0 and in ftp it is a *3> 0 (for similar situations see e.g. [1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9]). 
N o t e . The symbol C is used as a generic constant, which means that this 
constant may represent various values on different places in the paper. 
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2 . VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 
Let rD and r # is relatively open subsets of T such that 
rD n r # = 0, mesi rD -f mesi .Tjv = mesi T, mesi rD > 0, 
where rD consists of a finite number of disjoint arc-components, each component 
being of a positive one-dimensional measure. We set 
V :={veHl(tl): ^ O o n T n } . 
Let QH and ftp be subdomains of Q, with the properties 
Q = TiH U Qp, QHnQP = 0. 
We shall assume that To satisfies one of the following three possibilities: 
rndnHndfip c r D , 
dQHndnPnTD = 0, 
diiH n dnP n r = {Qi,Q2: Qi e rD, Q2 $ TD} 
and that the boundaries r = dQ, dftH, dftp are piece wise of class C
3. 
We define 
VM = {vM:=v\QM:veV} (M = H,P). 
Let G C R2 be an arbitrary domain, the norm in the Sobolev space Hk(G) will 
be denoted by ||.|U,G; IIIU := ||-|U,n- The scalar products in the spaces L2(Q) and 
L2(G) will be denoted by (.,.) and (.,.)G; (-i-)-W := ( ^)L2(QM)- The norms in V 
and in VM are induced by the norms ||.||i, ||||i,ftM, respectively. We shall work with 
the spaces C(I,B), L2(I,B), L^^B), where B is a Banach space and / = (0,T). 
The symbol Vfi denotes the normed dual of VH and for / € Vfi, u € VH we write 
f(v) = ( / » / / • We set 
vM(t):=v(t)\n„ VteL 
We shall use a form 
a:ff1(fi)x .ff1(n)->R, 
where 
(2.1) «„(„,«,) = ± f klf^g-d* V«,«, € 7^(0), 




(2.3) kff(x) = k$(x) (i,j = 1,2; M = H, P), 
then a(v,w) = a(w,v) and further 
(2.4) kg e WU&M) (i,j = 1,2; M = H,P), 
2 
(2.5) £ kff(x)^j > lM(il + £) Vx € nM ,V6,6 e R, 
i , j=l 
where 7M > 0 and the domains QM D H>M(M = //, P) will be specified later in 
Section 3. The symbols ii, u will denote the strong derivatives with respect to t of 
an abstract function u (for the definition see [2, Chap. IV]). 
Problem 2.1. Let the fotm a(v, w) be defined by (2.1), (2.2), whete the functions 
kM satisfy (2.3)-(2.5). Let u°, z°H, f be given functions such that 
(2.6) u°ev, z°HeL2(n„), 
(2.7) fM eL2(i,wl(nM)), f
MeL2(i,w^((iM)), (M = H,P). 




u(0) = u° € V, 
uH(o) = z°He L2(nH), 




3 . DISCRETIZATION 
We shall approximate the domain il by a domain Qn with a polygonal boundary 
the vertices of which lie on V. Let Tn = {A'i , . . . , Km} be a triangulation of Qn. Let 
an be the set of all nodes in Tn. We shall assume 
On C ft, ann diln C r , 
TD HTA; C an; 
the points of T where the condition of the C3-smoothness is not satisfied, belong to 
<rn. 
We shall consider only those triangulations Tn that at most two vertices of each 
triangle lie on V; such triangles are called boundary triangles. 
Let A' be a boundary triangle and let B\,B2,Bs be its vertices, B\,B$ € T. Let 
E be the part of T which is approximated by the segment B\B3. The closed curved 
triangle A'ld with two straight sides B1B2, B2B3 and one curved side E is called the 
ideal triangle associated with the triangle A'. If we replace all boundary triangles in 
Tn by their associated ideal triangles we obtain the ideal triangulation Tn
d. We shall 
assume that A"id C A' or A' C A'id for every K € Tn. 
Every triangulation Tn consists of two subtriangulations Tn,H, Tn,p such that 
Tn = 7n,// U Tn,P, Tn,H H Tn,P = 0-
The subtriangulations 7n,M has all properties described in the proceeding text. 
With every triangulation we associate three parameters 
Ji = max IIK, h = min /i^-, 0 = min OK, 
KeTn KeTn KeTn 
where IIK is the length of the greatest side and 9K is the magnitude of the smallest 
angle of the triangle K G Tn. We shall assume that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
^ ^ C o > 0 (n = l , 2 ,3 . . . ) , 
iin 
0n ^00>0 (n = 1,2,3...), 
lim hn = 0. 
n—>oo 
Let { A l n } ^ ! be a sequence independent of {/in}^Li with the properties 
T 
Atn > 0, lim Atn = 0, rn := — is integer. 
n->oo tn 
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Let the bounded domains ft, &M satisfy 
oo 
(J (UM U Mn) C n M (M = H, P), 
n = l 
oo 
( J (fiUfi„) C ft, 
n = l 
where Mn is the domain with a polygonal boundary associated with the triangula-
tion Tn,A/. 
We define finite dimensional spaces 
Xn = {v e C(Qn): v\K is linear for all K € Tn}, 
vn = {v e xn: v(Bi) = o V.B.- G a n n r D } . 
For ?; e Xn the symbol I/M denotes the function from the space C(Mn) which is 
linear in every triangle K e Tn,M satisfying 
vM(Bi) = v(Bi) VBt- e anHMn. 
We define 
VnM = {VM;V e vn}. 
Further, we define the forms 
(3.1) aMn(v,w)= T I kM^L^-dx Mv,weXn, 
i 7=1 ** M» i i 
0>n = Q>HU + 0>Pn • 
We shall approximate the terms an(v,w) and 
using a quadrature formula of degree of precision d = 1 on each triangle. The results 
will be denoted by an(v,w) and (/,v)n.The following lemma can be found in [9, 10]. 
Lemma 3.1. Let the assumptions (2.3)-(2.5), (2.7) be fulfilled. Then for all 
v, w e Xn we have 
(3.2) \an(v,xv) -an(v,w)\ ^ Chn\\v\\UUnHHIi,nn, 
(3.3) \(f(t),v)n - (f(t),v)n\ ^ CAn||/(0H1|OOfft||t;||ilnI. V* e 7, 
(3.4) k ( ^ ^ ) K M | H | i , n J H I i , « n , 
(3.5) 0IMIi,n.. ^an(v,v), 
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where the constants C, M, (3 are independent ofn and of the functions v, w. 
Let veHl(R2) be the Calderon extension of the function v G V. Then by [9, 10] 
there exists a sequence {vn}n
<Ll of functions vn G Vn with the properties 
lim ||vn - v\\i#n = 0, lim ||vnM - £||i,Mn = 0. 
n—>oo n—•oo 
Now we can formulate the discrete form of Problem 2.1: 
Problem 3.2. Let n be a given integer and let 
U = iAfn (i = l , . . . , r n ) . 
Find Un G Vn(i = 1 , . . . , r n ) such that 
(3.6) (62nUn,v)Hn + (SnU^^+aKulv) = (f(U),v)n Vv G V„, 
where 6nUn = (Un - Un^)/Atn, 6*nUn = (6nUn - 6nUn-
l)/Atn with Un
l
H := U*H -
AtnZnH; here { U ^ } ^ ! is a sequence of functions Un G Vn with the property 
(3-7) Iim | | v ° - й ° | | i , n „ = 0 , 
where u° denotes the Calderon extension of the function u° G V, and {ZnIi}n%zl is 
a sequence of functions ZnH G Vn// with the property 
(3-8) lim ||z°//-zS,||o,//„=0, 
n—>oo 
where zH G L2(R
2) is the extension of the function zH by zero. 
Relations (3.4) and (3.5) imply: 
Theorem 3.3. The solution Un of Problem 3.2 exists and is unique. 
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4 . A PRIORI ESTIMATE 
First we shall define the set 
Va= | J {ueV:a(u,v) = (f,v) VveV}. 
feL2(Q) 
By [4] we have 
Lemma 4.1. The set Va is dense in the space V. 
Lemma 4.2. There exist sequences {mS°H}, {
mZ°H}, {
mZ°P}, {
mU0}, {mfM} such 
that ms°H e c%°(nH),
 mz°H e cg°(nH),
 mz°P e cg°(nP),
 mU° e v and mfM, mjM, 
mfM e L2(l,W^(nM))(M = H,P) with the properties 
(4.1) (mS°H,v)H + (
mZ°P,v)P + a(
mU°,v) = (mf(0),v) W e V, 
(4-2) lim \\mZ°H-z
o
H\\o,H = 0, 
?n—>oo 
(4.3) lira | | n V ° - t t o | | i = 0 , 
m—>oo 
(4.4) m
1 ^ l l " , / M - / M H c ( 7 , v v , ( n M ) ) = 0 . 
(4.5) 2™JmfM-fMh2(,^aM))=°> 
where u°, zH, f
M are the data of Problem 2.1. 
P r o o f . By regularization [4] we can construct sequences {mfM}(M = H,P) 
with the properties (4.4) and (4.5). 
Lemma 4.1 implies the existence of sequences 
ms°HeL2(nH),
 mz°PeL2(nP) 
such that the solutions "hi0 G V of the elliptic problems 
(4.6) a("V\ v) = r / (0), v) - (ms°H,v)H - (mzP,v)P V ^ V 
fulfil 
(4.7) lim H'V - M°||I = 0. 
m—>oo 
The density of C§°(QM) in L2(QM)(M = H, P) implies the existence of sequences 
(4.8) ms°H e c0°°(n„),
 mz°H e c0
oo(n / /),
 mzP e c g ° ( M / 
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(4.10) lim \\mZH-zH\\o,H = 0, 
m—>oo 
(4.11) lim \\mZ% - mz°P||O,P = 0. 
m—><x> 
Let "V0 e V be the solution of the problem (4.1). FVom (4.1) and (4.6) it follows 
that 
i rv° - 'Vii ^ oars?, - -V„II0,H + \\
mz% - mzP\\0,P). 
Thus, by (4.7), (4.9), (4.11), 
(4.12) lira \\"V° - u°\\i = 0. 
The results now follow from (4.8)-(4.12). a 
Now, to obtain an a priori estimate in Lemma 4.5, we shall formulate the following 
auxiliary discrete problem using better input data than in Problem 2.1: 
Problem 4.3. Find "Vn € Vn (i = 1 , . . . ,r„) such that 
(4.13) (SimU'n,v)H„ + (Sn"V'n,v)Pn + a
l
n("Vn,v) = (
mf(ti),v)n Vt, € Vn, 
where ™Un € Vn is the solution of the discrete problem 
(4.14) a(mU°,v) = ('"/(O),v)ln - (1%
 mS°H,v)Ha - (/.f
 mZ%,v)Pn Vv e Vn 
and 
(4.15) mZnH = lZZ°H. 
Here Inw denotes the interpolate of a function w € C(ilnM)-
In the same way as Theorem 3.3 we obtain: 





 mSn = Sl"Vn, 
the symbol A n denotes the backward difference of n-th order with respect to i. 
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Lemma 4.5. For the solutions ™Uln of Problem 4.3 we have 
rn ru 
UmSntf llo,H„ ^ C £ ||mSnp||o,p„ Atn ^ C, £ \\
mZn\\lQti ^ C, 
1=1 i=l 
where the constant C is independent ofm and n. 
Proof. We can treat the equality (4.1) as a special case of equalities (3.6) for 
i = 0. Subtracting (3.6) for i and i - 1 and setting v = mSn , we obtain 
(4.16) (A mSn,
 mSn)„„ + ^ (
m z n , mZn) + a i rz j . , A
 mZn) = ~(
mf(tih mzn)n-
We have 
^H^ntf llo,HM ~ 2 ^
n / / "°'H- + 2' (4.17) (A
mSn,
mSn)w„ = - | |S^| |g i / f i i - - H í ^ l l S , ^  d|ASn/ í | |š,„„. 







mZn-') + i« n (A
mZ n , A
mZn). 
After summing (4.16) from i = 1 to i = j and using (3.7), (3.8), (4.16), (4.17), 
(3.3), (3.4), we find 
nmSniio,H„ + - £ - J2 ir^iio.p. + i r z n i k n - + £ iiAmznii?,n„ 
11 i=l i=l 
(4A8) < Co ( l + -±- ^ (A m / ( . : i ) , A
 m Z n ) n ) . 
Using summation by parts we obtain 
(4.19) 2 > m / ( i . ) , A m Z n ) n 
i= l 
= (A- / (^) , m ^n)n " ^ ( A 2 7 7 ( ^ 1 ) , m ^ n ) n - (Am/(«l), mZ°)n . 
i= l 
From (3.3) and from the mean value theorem we can estimate 
(4.20) C0\{±
mfM(ti),mZ°)Mn\ 








mZ%,Mn < CAt... 
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Similarly we obtain 
Co\(AmfM(tj)rzi)Mj < cA«nir/
Miic(7vvi(ftM))irzniii,M„ 
and using an elementary inequality 
(4.21) |a6| ^ ea2/2 + b2/{2e) Va, 6 € R Ve > 0, 
we find 
(4.22) Co|(ATO/Mfc),mZj,)i#J < A « « | ( c + |ir^H)|[ i J l #m-
Further, we have 
Co||A2TO/M(«i+1)||li00iftM <C r
+ l f \rfM^)\\l<oofiMdadS 
Jti Js-Atn 
<CAt , . r + , | r / 1 'Wl l l i a , ^d i r 
Jti-i 
^ CAtn(2Atn f'
+X ir/M^)ll2i0O,ftM da) ' 
From (4.22) and (4.21) we derive 
1 i j ~ l i 
(4.23) — C o £ ( A 2 mfM(ti+1),
 mZn)Mn 
----tn ' . , ' 




*: c £ (A<„ ft,+1 l|m/M(^)l|2i00)ftM daVVznlkM.. 
i = l Jti-\ 
< cnm^«l(W ( f l M ,)
 + 5^icir^iiU-
i = l 
Substituting (4.20), (4.22), (4.23) into (4.18) and (4.19) we obtain 
(4.24) ir-S„llo,/,„ + -^r £ Umznllo,p„ + !irznll2,0„ + £ IIA
 mzn||,,n„ 
n i = l i = l 
^+J^n£irz;iif,n„. 
5-1 
We obtain the assertion from (4.24) using the discrete form of Gronwall's inequality. 
a 
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5. T H E ASSOCIATED FUNCTION 
The following lemma can be found in [9, 10]; it is a special case of results proved 
in [71. 
Lemma 5.2. There exists a linear operator 1$: C(Kid) -> .ff^A'*) n C(Kid) 
such that every function w e C(Kld) satisfies 
a) IKw is uniquely determined by the relations 
(I%w)(BK)=w(B!<) (. = 1,2,3), 
where Bf are the vertices of both K and Kld; 
b) the function IKw is linear along both straight sides Bf B% , B!£B% of the 
curved triangle Kld; 
c) ifw(B^) = 0 (i = 1,2,3), where B^Bg € T, then Pgw = 0 on the curved 
sideofKld; 
d) ifweH2(Kid) then 
\\w - / £ H k / v " ^ Ch2xk\\w\\2tKu (k = 0,1), 
where the constant C does not depend on HK and w. 
Definition 5.2. Let w € Xn. The function w: finU ft —> R is called the natural 
extension of w if 
w = w on fin, W\KU-K
 = P\t<"-K i f m e s ( - ^ l d - K) > 0, 
where p is the linear polynomial satisfying p\K = w\K-
Definition 5.3. Let w 6 C(Tl). The function l)dw G Hl(n)DC(Tl) is called the 
ideal interpolant of w if 
{i«w)\KU = rgw v/i"
d e rn
d
M - rn,M, 
( / j ; » U = PK\K V * " € ^M n Tn,»4, 
where p/< is the linear polynomial satisfying PK(PK) = w(Pt
K) for t = 1,2,3 and 
M = H,P. 
If w € Xn then the function 
w := tfw € H^ty nC(U) 
is called the function associated with w. 
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Let us set 
Tn = fin - ft, UJn = ft - ftn: 
TnM = Mn - ftjVf, u/nA* = ftM - Mn. 
We have 
mes(£:n) ^ C/i
2, mes(snM) < C/*
2 (e = r,u>). 
By [9, relations (3.12), (3.17), (3.25), (3.42)], we have for k=0,l that 
(5.1) | | ^ M | U , M ^ C\\wM\\ktMn, \\w\\k ^ CHHkn.., 
(5.2) \\wM\\k,£„M < C/in
/2|kM|U,Mn, IMk_„ ^ C/in
/2|k|U,fin, 
(5.3) ||i&Af - WM|U,M < Chn\\wM\\ktMn, \\iv-w\\k,n ^ Chn\\w\\kJnn 
for all w G Xn, where e = T,UJ and M = H,P. 
Relations (5.1) and Lemma 4.5 give us the desired form of a priori estimates: 
Lemma 5.4. Let the assumptions of Problem 4.3 be satisfied. Then we have 
(5.4) irsn H i io,_^c , 
(5.5) £ ir5nP||o,pA<n ^ C, £ li
m-*«lli < c, 
1=1 1=1 
where the constant C is independent ofm and n. 
ІЄЏІ-IJІ] (г = l , . . . , r n ) 
6. T H E C(I,V) CONVERGENCE 
We start with some definitions of the finite element Rot he's functions 
mun(t) =
 m U* _ 1 +* n




 mZnP(l - _«_!)/ 
and the step functions 
" * . „ ( * ) = mUn^ 
"^,(0 = mK 
mzn(t) =
 mZn 
" * » ( * ) = ^ n 
ms n(*) =
 m S n 







m z n (0) =
 mZ°n 
msn(0) =
 m S n 
and 
"M0) = ns°n 
• i e [ t f _i , ť . ] (i = l , . . . , r n ) , 
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where bars and hats are the symbols for natural extension and associated function 
introduced in Section 5. Finally, we put 
mfM(t) = mfM(U) t € (U-uU] (i = 1,• • • ,rn)
mfM(0) = m/ .f (h). 
Using standard arguments, we conclude from Lemma 5.4: 
Lemma 6.1. Let the assumptions of Problem 4.3 be fulfilled. Then there exists 
a function "hi e C(T, V) such that 
(6.1) ™u e L2(i,n^H € c(7,i2(n«)),"%fl e L2(I,L2(QH)), 
mu(0) = mu°, muH(0) =
 mz0H 
and a subsequence {Unk} of the sequence {[/„} which we shall further denote briefly 
by {Uk} with the properties 
(6.2) mvfc->
mu in C(7,L2(Sl)), 
(6.3) m v W X "Hik^^ weakly in L2(I,V), 
(6.4) "-(.--"Vi weafcJyin L2(I,V), 
"ZkH^^H in C(7,L2(nH)), 
(6.5) m Z f e H ^
m u H weafcJyin L2(I,VH), 
(6.6) mskH -^ "'i-H weakly in L2(I, L2(ilH)). 
Lemma 6.2. The function "*u from Lemma 6.1 is the unique function satisfying 




= I (mf(T),v(T))dT Vv€L2(I,V). 
Jo 
Proof. A) Let v G L2(I,V) be any function. The symbol v € L2(I,H
l(R2)) 
denotes the Calderon extension of the function v (see [9, Lemma 3.9] ), that is 
WVWL2(IW)) <cIMU2e,v> 
v\n = v-
Similarly as in [10, 31.4 Theorem] we can construct a sequence {vn} of functions 
n̂ 6 L2(I,Vn) with the property 
<6'8) nl™J*-vA2(1,HHn„))=°-
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B) First we rewrite the equation (4.13) to the form 
(6.9) (mŠk(t),vk(t))н + (
mzk(t),vk(t))P + a(
mûk(t),vk(t)) 
+ £ mĄ(t) + £ mвlk(t) + £ -üfe(í) 
/=1 /=1 / = 1 
3 
= (m/fc(<),,nvk(ť)) + £
m D l k ( t ) Wt Є I, 
where the forms mAlk,




























= Гs*W,ЗД)я - {
mШљ{*))„, 
= ГM'),**W)TŁH - ("łfcrø.vfcW)^, 
= Г^W,^W) H - (
wž/.W,ôjfc(0)я. 
= r м o ^ w ) ^ - {mm,vk(t))н, 
= ("MO.îfcW).^ - {^k(t),Mt))Шkн, 
= 0 ^ ( ^ ( 0 , v*W) -aмí^ôfcWiôfcW), 
^ a м ^ W ^ л W Í -a м Г ûfcW^fcW) , 
= «rŁ.л, ("ђikW.^W) - «-fcм ("ЪW, **W), 
= «Mn (wibW, Vfc(O) ~ ÛMn føW, VJЬ W), 
= £ C*м> / = 1,2,3,4, 
M = # , P 
= ГЛмW,^мW) - (wЛмW,«шW), 
= Г/f W, W*))T,M - ГЛ
мW,^мW) 
= rлмw,^мW)LŁ - r/
мw,^мw)м., 
= £ Dкм, / = 1,2,3. 
M=H,P 
WкM1 
C) Now, we shall prove the relations 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
a) lim / mA'k(t)=0, 
Jo 
rp 
b) lim / mB'k(t) = Q, 
k~KX>J0 
1 = 1,2,3, 





c) lim / mCfc(í) = 0, / = 1,2,3,4, 
d) lim / m D f e ( í ) = 0 , / = 1,2,3. 
*->ooJo 
a) From (5.4), (6.8), (5A)-(5.3) we estimate 
rT , rT 
\J mAl(t)\^ J iršfcWIki/H^fcW-^WIIo.Hdí 
< C / ||Ffc(í) - Vk(t)\\0,H dt < C/lfc / \\vk\\0,Hk š Clifc, 
Jo Jo 
\J mÁ2(t)\< J ||"Ufc(<)-mí>fc(ť)llo,/J|^(ť)||o,//dť 
<C/i fc / ||"5fc(ř)||o,/f4dí^C7/.fc> 
Jo 




^ C/ifc V" í Pfc(í)ll//Jh'J<)llo,H. dt ^ C/ifc. 
.-T.. Jo 
b) We can prove the relation (6A4) analogously. 
c) Similarly we obtain 
(6.17) / mClM(t)\ ^C f \\vk(t) ~ Vk(t)\\iM ^ Chk, Jo ' Jo 
(6.18) | / mC2kM(t)\^cJ ||ufc(t)-iifc(0lli,Af<C7.fc, 
1/ mClM(t) < £ / H«*(t)lll,el,ull«fc(.)l|l.e.,Md* 
1 Jo e=T,u J° 
(6.19) <C/lfc 52 I \\Uk(t)h,MA\Vk(t)\\l,eMk dt ^ C/lfc 
e=T,u J0 
and from (3.2) we have 
(6.20) / mC£M(t) ^ Cftfc/ ||
B^fc(0lli>Mj|«fc(0lli,Mtdt<oAfc 
Jo Jo 
The relations (6.17)-(6.20) prove (6.15). 
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d) It can be proved analogously. 
D) Integrating the relation (6.9) from 0 to T, passing to the limit for k -> oo and 
using (6.2)-(6.6), (6.i3)-(6.i6) and the inequality 
(6-21) ||/- - / X ( , , ^ ( M < ^n^(r,WLi*M)) 
we obtain (6.7). 
E) Let V1ui,™u2 be two functions satisfying (6.1), (6.7), then for the difference 
mu := "\i\ — ^ 2 we obtain, substituting v = \u € L2(I, V) in (6.7), where x is the 
characteristic function of the interval (0, t), the equation 
f\(mu(T),mu(T))H + ("Vt(r),"\i(r))p + a(^(r),"^(T))}dT 
JO 
= \nt)\\lH+j\\"*(T)\\lp<lT +±a(mu(t),mu(t))=0. 
This relation and the V-ellipticity of the form a(.,.) imply 
™u(t) = 0 Vt € 7. 
D 
Lemma 6.3. Let the assumptions of Problem 4.3 be fulfilled. Then the sequence 
of finite element Rothe's functions {"l/nWlSLi mlfils 
(6.22) mUn^
mu in C(I,V). 
Proo f . A) From the uniqueness in Lemma 6.2 we easily find the equality 
{nk} = {n} in Lemma 6.1. Integrating (6.9) from 0 to t with k = n, we find 
(6.23) / { ( ^ ( T ) , ^ ) ) ^ ^ 
Jo 
= f (77n(r), vn(T)) AT + f
 mEn(T) AT Vvn G L2(I, Vn), 
Jo Jo 
where 
(6.24) mEn(t) = £
 mDln(t) - JT
 mAln(t) - J2
 mBln(t) - £ ^ ( t ) . 
j = i . = i i=i i=i 
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There exists a sequence {"VtfnJnt-i. ™Wn £ Li(I, Vn) such that 
(6.25) ^J^-^K^HU.,)-0^ 
where ™w = inii and "hD denotes its Calderon extension. 
Let us put 
mUn := mzn - " K € L2(/,17n). 
Setting vn = "Vn in (6.23) we obtain 
(6.26) lim / |m£n(*)|d* = 0, 
since the sequence {||m^n||L2(/,v;.)}n^=i -
s bounded. 
B) FVom (6.23) with vn = "Vn let us subtract the equation 
A (^ ( r ) , mvn(r)) H + (^ ( r ) ,
 mvn(r)) P + a{™u(r),




which we obtain from (6.7) by substituting v = x™vn. After elementary transforma-
tions we find 
(6.27) J' (^(mZn(s) ~ "**(*)),
mzn(«) - mu(s))H As 
+ / ' (mz„(s) - "Y2(s), mzn(s) - »Vi(s)) _ ds 
Jo 
+ Jta(mOn(s)-n^(s),^(mUn(s)-^a)))ds 




m2n(S) ~ "^S))'m^(S) " m^n(5))H ds 
- / (mUs) ~ "Vi(s), mii(s) - "\&n(s)) d s 
JO 
- l"a("Vi„(s) - mU„(s),"lzn(s) - m ^ d s 
JO 
- /"ta(*"u„(s) - "Ms),mu(s) - "V&n(s)) d s 
+ f (mU(s) - mf(s),mzn(s) - "\j>n(s)) d s . 
JO 
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Now we estimate the terms on the right-hand side. By (6.6) and (5.4) we have 
(6.28) f \(^(mZn(s) - "Vi(s)),min(5) -
 mZn(s))H\ds 
and analogously 
(629) / Ksr-^W-^WJ.^W-^WJah « ^ - ^ - ( / . ^ n . , ) -
By (6.4), 
(6.30) f\(mzn(s) -"Vi(s),"Vi(s) - > „ ( * ) ) p | d « ^ " V i - ^ * ) ^ ^ ^ . 
From (6.4), (5.5) it follows that 
(6.31) / |a(m«n(s) -
 mUn(s),
 mzn(s) - "Vi(*)) | ds ^ CAt„!
2 
•!o 
and by (6.3) we have 
(6.32) / |rt(mUn(5) - "Vi(s),"Vi(«) -
 mwn(s))\ ds < C||"Vi -
 mwn\\. Jo 
Finally, by (6.21) we have 
f\{mfn"(s) ~ mfM(s)mZn(S) - "V&n(*))J 
< c i r y f - m f M \\ L 2 { L W L ( M < CAtn (M = H,P). 
C) Using the integration by parts on the left-hand side of (6.27), we obtain using 
(6.28)-(6.32) 
(6.33) ||mŽn(ť) - "Vi(t)||2i/y + / ||
m£n(T) - "Vi(T)||
2,PdT +| |"#n(ť) - "Vi(t)||f 
Jo 
< c{ i rz ° - mz°ii2,P + \ru° - 'Vii
2 + Atj/2 
+ J rEn(T)|dT+||"Vi-"V&n||La(/,v)} Vt€Ž. 
By (4.14), (4.11), (4.12), (4.9), (6.25), (6.26), the result follows, since all the terms 
on the right-hand side of (6.33) tend to zero. • 
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£ 
Finally, we shall use the following standard inequality (see e.g. [4]): 
Lemma 6.4. For all natural numbers r, s and for all t E I we have 
(6.34) \\ru(t) - su(t)\\2oM + I \\
rn(r) - SU(T)\\IP d r 
JO 
+ Hru(t)-XOII? 
C|irU° - au°\\i + \\rz° - sz°\\ip 
+ £ l l r / M - S / M I I L 2 ( L W i ( n M ) ) } ' 
where r u and s u are the functions from Lemmas 6.1-6.3 for in = r and m = s. 
In what follows we shall need the following definitions of Rot he's functions: 
un(t) = U;-
1 + SnUn{t - U-X) t E [U-uU] (i = 1 , . . . , r n) , 
ZnP(t) = Zn-P
l + SnZnP(t - U-x) t E [ti-uU] (i = 1 , . . . , r n ) , 
where Un is the solution of Problem 3.2 and Zn := SnUn. 
Now, we can formulate the main result of this paper: 
Theorem 6.5. Let u° E V and z°H E L2(QH), f
M, fM E L2(I, W^((lM)) (M = 
H, P). Then there exists a unique solution u E C(I, V) of Problem 2.1 and it satisfies 
(6.35) Un->u in C(I,V), 
(6.36) -rUn-±u weakly in L2 (I, L2(fi)), 
at 
(6.37) ZnH-+UH in C(!,L2(ftH)). 
P r o o f . A) By (6.34) there exist functions u E C(7,V) and z E L2(I,L2(Q)) 
with its H-component zH := Z\QH E C(I,L2(QH)) such that 
(6.38) mu-+u in C(7,V), 
(6.39) mii-+z in L2(I ,L2(Q)), 
(6.40) 7nuH^zH in C(7 ,L 2 (n H ) ) . 
We have 
(6.41) mu(t) = mu(0) + / mu(r) dr Vt E 7. 
Jo 
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Passing to the limit in (6.41), we obtain 
u(t) = u(0)+ [ Z(T)(\T V*GI. 
Jo 
Thus, we have 
u(t) = z(t) almost everywhere in I. 
From (6.7) we can derive similarly as in [9, Theorem 3.10] that 
W^HWL.U^^C Vm. 
By the reflexivity of L2(I> VH) there exist a subsequence {
kun} of {™UH} and a 
function g G L'2(I,VH) such that 
kuH -" g weakly in L2(I, VH). 
Let us write (6.7) only for the subsequence {k} and let us pass to the limit for k -> oo. 
Then we obtain 
/ {{g(r),V(T))H + [U(T),V(T))P + CL(U(T),V(T))} dr 
Jo 
rp 
= I ( / ( r ) , t ; ( r ) )dr VveL2(I,V). 
Jo 
We can write 
(kUH(t),VH)H ~ (
kZ°H(t),VH)H = [ (
kUH(T),VH)H&T \fvH G VH V< 6 I 
JO 
Passing to the limit for k —> oo, we obtain 
{uH(t),vH)H ~ (4(*)>M// 
= / (g(T),vH)Hd
T VVH £VH Vt G 7. 
Jo 
This fact and the equality / 0 (g(T),vH)H dr =: ( / 0 g(T),vH)H dr imply 
(6.42) uH(t) =z°H+ [ 9(T) dr V< G 1. 
Jo 
Differentiating (6.42), we find 
UH(t) = g(t) a.e. in I. 
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The existence of the solution of Problem 2.1 is proved. 
B) Now we shall prove the uniqueness. Let i^i, u2 be two solutions of Problem 
2.L Then u := u\ — u2 fulfils 
(6.43) / {(u(t),v(t))H + (u(t),v(T))p + a(u(t),v(t))}dt = 0 W G L2(/,V), 
Jo 
u(0) = 0, 
uH(0) = 0. 
Let us choose s € I arbitrarily and let us set 
/ / Ti(T)dT 0 < * O , 




(6.44) / a(u(т),vs(т))dт = a(vs(т),vs(т)) dт 
J  Jo 
1 ľs H 1 
= 2 / ^ o K ( ^ ) î ^ ( 7 - ) ) d т = --a(t/s(0),î/s(0)), 
(6.45) / (ùн(т),vsH(т))нdт = (ûн(т),uн(т))нdт 
Jo Jo 
1 ľS rł 1 
= 2 / ^ ľ ( w я ( r ) . t i я ( r ) ) я d r = -||nя(в)Ho,я» 
т* т 
(6.46) / (IІP(T),v.(т)) p dт = [(ttp(т), VSP(T))PÜ - í {UP(T), v,P(т))p dт 
Jo Jo 




Let us set v = vs in (6.43). Then according to (6.44)-(6.46), we obtain 
T 
±a(vs(0),vs(0)) + \hH(t)\\lH + J ll«p(r)||2fpdr = 0 
Since 5 G I was chosen arbitrarily, we have 
a(vs(0),vs(0)) = 0 VsGI. 
Thus 
u(t) = 0 a.e. in I. 
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C) We shall prove the relations (6.35)-(6.37). Let mUn be the solution of Problem 
4.3 and let Un be the solution of Problem 3.2. Similarly as in Lemma 4.5 we obtain 
the inequality 
\rzn - zn\\itHu+Atn £ i r e - zi\\iPn + w«un - u n \ ^ 
i=l 
< c{\run - uX#n + \\
mzn - Z°JIH.. 
+ £ ( , r / "_m c ( 7 i V V , ( M + \nM-/"XÍ>. ( M ) } -
M=H,P 
By virtue of (5.1) 
| | m Ž n H (ť) - ŽnH(t)\\o,H ŠOCn + Pm, 
T 
(6.47) / \\mznP(t) - «..p(í)|lo.P < «« + &», 
Jo 
\rŮn(t)-Ůn(t)\\1^an + l3m, 
where 
A» = ojii^0 - «°iii + \rzH - zH\\0,H 
+ £ (ir/"-/Miic(7,..(M+iim/M-/Miii2(;,vv.(M)} *»** 
M=H,P J 
and 
an = a„(m) = o{||
mt!° - ml!c||i,n„ + | |«c - C!°||i,o„ 
+ ||mz°H -
 mZ°„||o,»„ + ||m5°w -
 mznH\\o,HJ Vm,n € IM. 
Here we denote by mUc , wc the Calderon extensions of the functions
 mU°, u° € V 
and by mZH, zH the extensions by zero of the functions
 mZH, zH 6 I^ft / / ) . NOW 
(4.2)-(4.5) yield 
(6.48) lira /3m=0 
m—>-oo 
and for every fixed m by (4.14), (4.15) we have 
lim an = 0. 
n—froo 
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Passing to the limit in (6.34) and using (4.2)-(4.5), (6.38)-(6.40), we obtain 
\\muH{t) ~ uH{t)\\0M ^ j3m Vtel Vm G N, 
/ \ruP{t)-up{t)\\lPdt^(3m Vm€N, 
Jo 
(6.49) ||mn(*) - u(0| | i ^Pm V* G 7 Vm E N. 
Let us prove (6.35): Let e > 0 be chosen arbitrarily. First we find, according to 
(6.49), such a natural number mi that 
(6.50) ||mit(*) - u{t)\\x ^ | V* € 7 Vm ^ ?m. 
Futher, let ran ^ mi and n\ G N be such numbers that by (6.48), (6.47) we have 
(6.51) \\m"Un{t) - Un(t)\\x < | W € 7 Vn ^ m . 
Finally, by (6.22) we can find no ^ ni such that 
(6.52) \\mi)Un{t) - m,,u(*)lli < | Vt G 7 Vn ^ n0 . 




 m°u(oiii + ir°^(o - uwiii 
^ e/3 + e/3 + e/3 = £ V* G 7 Vn^n0. 
The relations (6.36) and (6.37) can be proved analogously. • 
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